
 

 

Data Ingest & Storage 
Consistently & rapidly build a unified data model 
to power key analytics and scalable models

 
 

Consistent and Re/configurable Data Wrangling 

Designed and built for today’s data-intensive processes 

Today’s complex business processes and tools have grown exponentially in number and generate a 
wide variety of datasets and data streams which are suddenly available for analysis. IT leaders must be 
increasingly flexible to keep pace with rapid changes in their operating environments and tool kits. Data 
models must also be flexible and be able to incorporate the associated expansion of velocity, volume 
and variety of these dynamic data sources in order to provide holistic insights and contextual views.   

Benefits: 

■ Mitigate your operational risks and achieve superior contextual understanding of operations 
across the organization by being able to harness and analyze all of your data 

■ Manage your data costs including simplification of your data management and resource 
automation so your data teams can allocate more time to strategic priorities and insight 
generation 

■ Increase the breadth, quality, and velocity of your decision making with the ability to 
understand data lineage  

■ Ensure the ability to add and incorporate new data sets or dynamic data feeds at any time 
 

QOMPLX’s Data Ingest and Storage is a flexible and scalable solution that consistently and rapidly 
ingests and transforms all of your available data into an evergreen singular view. Ingest any updates 
or new data by schedule or external trigger. Gain organizational data literacy by knowing your available 
data and its location at any time. Ensure that all of your data is readily available and accessible for your 
analyses. 

Data Ingest & Storage enables rapid, scalable ingestion of data in multiple formats into Q:OS, 
followed by rule-based and model-based cleansing and transformation. This can even include 
aggregation by a reference field. It is then normalized into distinct entities that are then linked by 
inherent relationships identified. Finally, this semantified data is mapped and stored into a target 
data-model using one or more storage components suited for the structure of the data and its 
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intended downstream application.  The diagram below illustrates this for a simple use case for an 
office premise: 

 Data Ingest and Storage: Sample Workflow 
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Key Features 
 

Ingest Real-time and Streaming Data 

Specialized components, within Q:OS, can be visually configured to ingest data in any 
format, and at a preset time interval or based on an external trigger.  Formats may include 
documents, CSVs, sensor-data and databases, located in the cloud or on-premises  

Unified Data Model 

The ingest process is used to create an end-user-re/configurable unified data model, 
tailored to support one or more of a wide variety of downstream use cases.  These use cases 
may involve any, or a combination, of transactional automation, predictive analytics, targeted 
querying, models execution,  rules-based execution, and deterministic or stochastic models  

 

Pre-built Library of Templates and Rules 

Data Ingest and Storage includes a template-library for common operations such as 
cleansing, transformation, and normalization.  Templates are constructed using declarative 
formalisms, which enables users to expand and extend an existing library of both QOMPLX 
templates and your domain-specific templates and rule sets.  

Retain Data Lineage 

Through our data registration process, at ingestion, Q:OS collects data lineage for analytics 
or automation downstream.  Additionally, Q:OS retains an audit history of every cleansing, 
transformation, schematization, and semantification undertaken for each data source being 
unified and links it to resulting and linked data sets, alerts, or models 
 

Ready to learn more about QOMPLX:OS? Contact us today.  
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+1 (703) 995-4199  info@QOMPLX.com  www.QOMPLX.com 

Why QOMPLX® 

QOMPLX makes it faster and easier for organizations to integrate all of the disparate data sources 
across the enterprise into a unified analytics infrastructure to make better decisions. This broader 
analytics infrastructure is provided through QOMPLX:OS, an enterprise operating system that 
powers QOMPLX’s decision platforms in cybersecurity, insurance underwriting, and quantitative 
finance. Headquartered in Tysons, VA, QOMPLX, Inc. also has offices in New York and London. 
More information about QOMPLX can be found at https://www.qomplx.com/. 
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